Alcohol and dilated cardiomyopathy: incidence and correlation with clinical outcome.
Among a group of 28 elderly veterans with dilated cardiomyopathy regularly attending an outpatient heart failure clinic, half had a history of habitual heavy drinking. It was concluded that chronic heavy drinking was the only identifiable factor responsible for the heart failure in three of these patients. Eleven other patients also had chronic heavy drinking as a possible etiological factor of their heart failure in addition to Coronary Artery Disease and/or hypertension. Less than 50% of the heavy drinkers totally abstained from alcohol after seeking medical treatment although they reduced their drinking significantly. All three patients with clear alcoholic cardiomyopathy discontinued drinking and showed marked improvement in cardiac status. The discontinuation of drinking did not appear to be associated with improvement in the remaining heavy drinkers and those patients who reported a history of moderate drinking.